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Abstract—In this paper we propose a distributed and robust
parallel redeployment algorithm for MEMS microrobots. MEMS
microrobots are low-power and low-memory capacity devices
that can sense and act. To deal with the MEMS microrobots
characteristics, in this paper, we present an efficient redeployment
algorithm without predefined positions of the target shape,
which reduces the memory usage to a constant complexity. This
algorithm optimizes the energy consumption by minimizing the
amount of displacement and the number of messages. This
solution improves the memory usage (number of states), the
execution time and the number of movements by using movement
of different microrobots at the same time. In addition, we show
how to predict the number of movement for each node to make
the algorithm robust.
Index Terms—MEMS; Distributed Algorithms; Parallel Algorithms; Redeployment; Self-reconfiguration; Optimization; Logical topology;

In the literature, the redeployment (or self-reconfiguration)
can be seen from two different points of view. First, it can
be defined as a protocol, centralized or distributed, which
transforms a set of nodes to reach the optimal logical topology from a physical topology [10]. On the other hand, the
redeployment is built from modules which are autonomously
able to change the way they are connected, thus changing the
overall shape of the network [8], [24]. This process is difficult
to control, because it involves the distributed coordination of a
large numbers of identical modules connected in time-varying
ways. This work takes place within the Claytronics project and
aims at optimizing the logical topology of the network through
rearrangement of the physical topology as we will see in the
next sections.
II. R ELATED W ORKS

I. I NTRODUCTION
Micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) are miniaturized
and low-power devices that can sense and act. It is expected
that these small devices, referred to as MEMS nodes, will
be mass-produced, making their production cost almost negligible. Their applications require a massive deployment of
nodes, thousands or even millions [7] which will give birth
to the concept of Distributed Intelligent MEMS (DiMEMS)
[3]. A DiMEMS device is composed of typically thousands
or even millions of MEMS nodes. Some DiMEMS devices
are composed of mobile MEMS nodes [1], some others are
partially mobile [28] whereas other are not mobile at all [3].
At the present time, swarm robotics is gaining increasing
attention since large-scale swarms of microrobots can perform various missions and tasks in a wide range of applications including odor localization, firefighting, medical service,
surveillance and security, and search and rescue [11], [23], the
redeployment for MEMS microrobots is necessary to do these
tasks. One of the major challenges in developing a microrobot
is to achieve a precise movement to reach the destination
position while using a very limited power supply. Many
different solutions have been studied for example, within the
Claytronics project [1], [2], [8], [12], [20] each microrobot
helps its neighbor to move to the desired position, which
introduces the idea of a collaborative way of moving. But,
even if the power requested for moving has been lowered, it
still costs a lot regarding the communication and computation
requirements. Optimizing the number of movements of microrobots is therefore crucial in order to save energy.

Many terms refer to the concept of redeployment. In several works on wireless networks the term used is self −
organization, this term is also used to express the clustering
of ad-hoc networks. Also, the self-organization term can be
found in protocols for sensors networks to form a sphere or a
polygon from a center node [19], [26]. Others algorithms for
the redeployment of sensor networks in [14].
A growing number of research on self-reconfiguration for
microrobots using centralized algorithms have been done,
among them we find centralized self-assembly algorithms [22].
Other approaches give each node a unique ID and a predefined
position in the final structure; see for instance [25]. The
drawback of these methods is the centralized paradigm and
the need for nodes identification. More distributed approaches
include [5], [9], [13]. The authors in [4] have shown how a
simulated modular robot (Proteo) can self-configure into useful
and emergent morphologies when the individual modules use
local sensing and local control rules.
Claytronics, is the name of a project led by Carnegie Mellon
University and Intel corporation. Many works have already
been done within the Claytronics project. In [6], [8] the authors
propose a metamodel for the reconfiguration of catoms starting
from an initial configuration to achieve a desired configuration
using creation and destruction primitives. The authors use
these two functions to simplify the movement of each catom.
Another scalable algorithm can be found in [20]. In [2], a
scalable protocol for Catoms self-reconfiguration is proposed,
written with the MELD language [1], [21] and using the
creation and destruction primitives. In all these works, the

authors assume that all Catoms know the correct positions
composing the target shape at the beginning of the algorithm
and each node is aware of its current position. The first selfreconfiguration without predefined positions of the target shape
appears in [15], [18]. However, this solution is not parallelized.
In [17] another solution that guarantees the connectivity of
the network through the execution time of the algorithm, this
solution is not robust.
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Figure 2. Node modeling, in each movement the node travels the same distance

III. C ONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we propose a new distributed approach for
parallelized redeployment of MEMS microrobots, where the
target form is built in parallel incrementally, and each node
can predict its number of movements to make the algorithm
robust, because the node can make sure that it has correctly
followed the algorithm. Contrary to existing works, in our
algorithm each node has no information on the correct positions (predefined positions) of the target shape, and movement
of microrobots is fully implemented. The redeployment with
shared map (predefined positions of the target shape) does
not scale. Because with the map each node should store all
predefined positions (may be millions) of the target shape,
therefore this is not always possible as MEMS nodes have a
low-memory capacity.
We propose an efficient, distributed and parallelized algorithm
for nodes redeployment where each node can communicate
only with its physical neighbors. The performance of the selforganization algorithm is evaluated according to the number of
movements, the amount of memory used and the time taken.
In this paper the MEMS network is organized initially as a
chain. By choosing a straight chain as the initial shape, we
aim to study the performance of our approach in extreme
case. Indeed, the chain form represents the worst physical
topology for many distributed algorithms in terms of fault
tolerance, propagation procedures and convergence. First, the
number of direct contacts between microrobots is minimal and
secondly the average distance between two robots (in term of
number of hops) is of (n + 1)/3 where n is the number of
microrobots. Also, a chain of microrobots represents the worst
case for message broadcasting complexity with O(n),
√ after
reconfiguring into a square the complexity will be O( n) in
the worst case.
To assess the distributed algorithm performance, we present
the simulation results and we compare to former results.
Outline of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 4 discusses the model, definitions and some
tools. Section 5 discusses the proposed algorithm, it shows
how to predict the number of movements and shows the generalization of the algorithm. Section 6 details the simulation
results. Finally, section 7 summarizes our conclusions and
illustrates our suggestions for future work.
IV. M ODEL , DEFINITIONS AND TOOLS
Within Claytronics, a Catom (figure 1) that we call in this
paper a node is modeled as a sphere which can have at most six
neighbors without overlapping. Within Claytronics, each node

is able to sense the direction of its physical neighbors (east
(E), west (W), north-east (NE), south-east (SE), south-west
(SW) and north-west (NW)). The starting physical topology
is a chain of n nodes linked together. We will take the
example of nodes that have neighbors in NW and SE directions
and we will show after how to generalize. A node A is in
neighbor’s list of node B if A touches physically B (figure 1).
Communications are only possible through contact, which
means that only neighbors can have a direct communication.
Therefore, if the node didn’t have a neighbor at the previous
round it cannot join the other nodes of the network, so it is lost.
Because it does not know where is the group, or at least one
node connected to the group. Thus, redeployment algorithms
have to make sure that no node will be lost.
Consider the connected undirected graph G = (V, E) modeling
the network, where v ∈ V , is a node that belongs to the
network and, e ∈ E a bidirectional edge of communication
between two physical neighbors. For each node v ∈ V , we
denote the set of neighbors of v as N (v). We define the
following terminology:
Snap − Connectivity : there is a snap-connectivity within a
dynamic graph if there is always a path from every node to
every node.
N on−Snap−Connectivity : there is a non-snap-connectivity
if the graph that models the network is connected only at the
end of the algorithm.
We call the highest number of movements the highest number
of movements was performed by a node belongs to the
network.
To calculate the highest number of movements we define the
following:
Consider the figure 2, we say that a microrobot has done a
single movement if the distance between its former position
and its new position is exactly twice the radius D = 2R. In
each movement the node travels Ra (with a = 60◦ ) from m0
to m. More details in [15].
Theorem 4.1: 1 Let y be an odd\even square number (y
is an integer that is the square of an integer), then the next
√
odd\even square number is y + 4 y + 4
Theorem 4.2: Let y be a square number (y is an integer
that is the square of an integer), then if y is odd\even the next
√
even\odd square number is y + 2 y + 1

1 The

character "\" means respectively (resp.) in lemmas and theorems

V. P ROPOSED P ROTOCOL

B. Description and analysis

A. Parallel Algorithm with Unsafe Connectivity (PAUC)
In this section we present our protocol that ensures the
property of non-snap-connectivity.
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Figure 4. Represents how many nodes
added in the last layer to reach the last
square when n is even

√
√
To form the matrix of the square with N × N nodes,
we begin (according to Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2) with an
incremental process with a correct square (for example 1x1).
Then, we add each time a new sub-layer contains 3T +2 nodes,
with T × T is the last square. After, we add another sub-layer
with T +2 nodes taking positions at the W direction relative to
nodes of the last shape. If N is even, at the last layer we add
2T + 1 nodes, with T × T is the last square, figures 3 and 4
show an example. The choice of the middle node depends on
the optimality of parallelism. To apply an optimal parallelism
the middle node mi which is also the initiator of the algorithm
should be found with the followings:
j√ k j√ k
Let N be the network size, n =
N
N and dif =
N − n then:
√
• If n is odd and dif < 2 n then the middle node will be
mi = (n + 1)/2
√
• If n is odd and dif ≥ 2 n then the middle node will be
√
mi = ((n + 1)/2) + n −√2
• If n is even and dif < 2 n then the middle node will
√
be mi = n/2 − (( n/2) −
√ 1)
• If n is even and dif ≥ 2 n then the middle node will
√
√
be mi = (n/2 − (( n/2) − 1)) + n − 2
The middle node mi can be found by knowing the network
size, an end node of the chain initializes a counter and
broadcasts it, each node receives this message increments the
counter until its arrives to the concerned node mi, that will
have the satisfied predicate medChain(v).
Variables and Predicates
•
•

•

•

initiatorv (): node v that initializes the algorithm.
statev (X):
v
takes
the
state
X
∈
{well, bad, int, nper, sint, rint, mnper, top, bottom}, v
cannot take the states well and bad in the same time.
moveAroundstatev (u, Px ): move around neighbor u that
has the state state in such a way u becomes v’s neighbor
in the direction x relative to v.
moveTov (PNx ): move to the old position of the former
neighbor at direction x relative to v.

The algorithm PAUC (presented here after) runs in rounds,
in each round satisfied predicates are chosen to run. The
distributed algorithm seeks the desired form by using an
incrementally process. In a completed increment, the nodes
that build it belong already to the form; these nodes will help
neighbor or future neighbor nodes to get correct positions.
The middle node (mi) of the chain declares itself as an initiator
with the predicate (1). Initially, all nodes are initialized with
the state bad except the initiator (2), the initiator takes the
states well and nper with (3) and (4). Nodes that are above
the initiator take the state top with predicate (10), the other
nodes that are under the initiator take the state bottom (11).
Nodes having the state well or int are nodes already in the
target shape and cannot move, they became steady.
To make an optimal parallelism and correct square, the number
of nodes having the state top (10) to be in the same line as
the initiator (in the E direction relative to the initiator) must
be equal to the number of nodes having state bottom (11) to
be in the same line as the initiator if N is odd. If N is even,
another node is added to the nodes having state top. The state
nper is used to achieve this purpose. That is, the node having
the state nper does not permit to some nodes to move around
it. The initiator takes the state nper (4), by taking this state
the initiator and each node has this state does not allow to
neighbor nodes having the state bottom to move around it
in order to join the line of the initiator ( to became in the
E direction relative to the initiator). This is done with guard
(¬statev (nper)). The state mnper is an intermediate state
used to propagate the state nper to the other concerned nodes,
that will keep the parallelism optimal. The state sint (12) is
another intermediate state used as a reference to the first node
that can get the state nper, the state sint is an indispensable
state because the second node that should take the state nper
(13) is not a neighbor node of the initiator which is the first
node that takes the state nper. The node that has a neighbor
in the E direction having the state nper takes the state mnper
(15). The node that has the initiator as neighbor node in the E
direction takes the state sint (12). The other (next) nodes that
will take the state nper are nodes having in the E direction a
neighbor that has the state mnper (16). Therefore, the node
having the state nper does not allow neighbor nodes having
the state bottom to join the line of the initiator, as these nodes
are checking the predicates (30), (32), (35) and (36).
The state int is an intermediate state used to add a noncomplete layer to the square shape. Thus, the nodes that
have neighbors having the state well take the state int with
predicate (17). The first node that changes its state to int is the
one in the line of the initiator. After, the state int is propagated
to nodes that have neighbors having the well state. Notice that,
nodes take the state int if have at least one neighbor having the
state well, but when making a new layer there is one node that
will not have a neighbor having the state well and it should
take the state int, the state rint (14) is used to deal with this
case.

Predicates checked only in the first round
1) initiatorv () ≡ medChain(v).
2) statev (bad) ≡ connectedv () ∧ ¬initiatorv ().
3) statev (well) ≡ initiatorv ().
4) statev (nper) ≡ initiatorv ().
Predicates checked in each round
5) thisRound≡ GetCurrentRound().
6) hasNnw v(thisRound) ≡ (Nnw (v) = u) ∧ stateu (bad).
7) Nnw lastRoundv (LastRound) ≡ hasNnw v(thisRound − 1).
8) hasNse v(thisRound) ≡ (Nse (v) = u) ∧ stateu (bad).
9) Nse lastRoundv (LastRound) ≡ hasNse v(thisRound − 1).
10) statev (top) ≡ (Nse (v) = u, initiatoru ()) ∨ (Nse (v) = u, stateu (top)).
11) statev (bottom) ≡ (Nnw (v) = u, initiatoru ()) ∨ (Nnw (v) = u, stateu (top)).
12) statev (sint) ≡ (Ne (v) = u, initiatoru ()).
13) statev (nper) ≡ (Nse (v) = u, stateu (sint)).
14) statev (rint) ≡ (Ne (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nne (v) = u, ¬stateu (well), ¬stateu (int)).
15) statev (mnper) ≡ (Ne (v) = u, stateu (nper)) ∧ (¬statev (nper)) ∧ (statev (int) ∨ statev (well)).
16) statev (nper) ≡ (Ne (v) = u, stateu (mnper)) ∧ (¬statev (mnper)) ∧ (Nse (v)).
17) statev (int) ≡ ((Ne (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nnw (v))) ∨ ((Nse (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nw (v))) ∨ ((Nse (v) =
u, stateu (rint))) ∨ ((Nne (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nnw (v))) ∨ ((Nne (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nw (v))).
18) statev (int) ≡ ((Ne (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nnw (v))) ∨ ((Nse (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nw (v))) ∨ (Ne (v) =
u1, Nse (v) = u2, stateu1 (int), stateu2 (int)) ∨ ((Nne (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nnw (v))) ∨ ((Nne (v) =
u, stateu (well)) ∧ (Nw (v))).
19) statev (well) ≡ ((Ne (v) = u, stateu (int)) ∧ (Nnw (v))) ∨ ((Ne (v) = u, stateu (int)) ∧ (Nse (v))).
20) statev (well) ≡ (Nw (v) = u, stateu (well))).
21) statev (well) ≡ statev (bad) ∧ (¬Nse (v)) ∧ (Nw ) ∧ (Nnw (v) = u, stateu (well)).
22) statev (well) ≡ statev (bad) ∧ (¬Nse (v)) ∧ (Nw ) ∧ (Nnw (v) = u, stateu (well)) ∧ ((Ne (v) = u1, stateu1 (well))).
23) moveTov (PNnw ) ≡ statev (top) ∧ statev (bad) ∧ Nnw lastRoundv (LastRound) ∧ ¬hasNnwv (thisRound).
24) moveTov (PNse ) ≡ statev (bottom) ∧ statev (top) ∧ statev (bad) ∧ Nse lastRoundv (LastRound) ∧
¬hasNsev (thisRound).
25) moveAroundintv (u, Pse ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (top) ∧ ¬Nnw (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Nsw (v) = u, stateu (int), stateu (top)) ∧ (¬stateu (nper)) ∧ (((Nse (v) = u1, ¬Ne (u1) =
u) ∧ Nnw (v)) ∨ (Nse (v) = u1, Ne (u1) = u)).
26) moveAroundwellv (u, Pse ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (top) ∧ ¬Nnw (v)) ∧ statev (top) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧
(¬statev (int)) ∧ statev (bad) ∧ (Nsw (v) = u, stateu (well), stateu (top)).
27) moveAroundintv (u, Pe ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (top) ∧ ¬Nnw (v) ∧ ¬Ne (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Nse (v) = u, stateu (int), stateu (top)) ∧ (¬stateu (nper)).
28) moveAroundwellv (u, Pe ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (top) ∧ ¬Nnw (v) ∧ ¬Ne (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Nse (v) = u, stateu (well), stateu (top)).
29) moveAroundwellv (u, Pne ) ≡ (¬Nw (v)∧statev (top)∧¬Nsw (v)∧¬Nse (v))∧(¬statev (well))∧(¬statev (int))∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Ne (v) = u, stateu (well), stateu (top)) ∧ (¬stateu (nper)).
30) moveAroundintv (u, Pne ) ≡ (¬Nw (v)∧statev (top)∧¬Nsw (v)∧¬Nse (v))∧(¬statev (well))∧(¬statev (int))∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Ne (v) = u, stateu (int), stateu (top)) ∧ (¬stateu (nper)).
31) moveAroundwellv (u, Pne ) ≡ (¬Ne (v) ∧ statev (bottom) ∧ ¬Nsw (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Nnw (v) = u, stateu (well), stateu (bottom)).
32) moveAroundwellv (u, Pse ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (bottom) ∧ ¬Nsw (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Ne (v) = u, stateu (well), stateu (bottom), (¬stateu (nper)).
33) moveAroundwellv (u, Pe ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (bottom) ∧ ¬Nsw (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Nne (v) = u, stateu (well), (¬stateu (nper)).
34) moveAroundintv (u, Pne ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (bottom) ∧ ¬Nsw (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Nnw (v) = u, stateu (int), stateu (bottom)) ∧ (Nne (v) ∨ Nse (v)).
35) moveAroundintv (u, Pe ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (bottom) ∧ ¬Nsw (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ (Nne (v) = u, stateu (int), stateu (bottom), (¬stateu (nper)).
36) moveAroundwellv (u, Pe ) ≡ (¬Nw (v) ∧ statev (bottom) ∧ ¬Nsw (v)) ∧ (¬statev (well)) ∧ (¬statev (int)) ∧
statev (bad) ∧ statev (bottom) ∧ (Nne (v) = u, stateu (well), stateu (mnper), (¬stateu (nper)).
PAUC

Notice that, nodes with the state well and nodes with
state int together do not composites a square, it well be
a square if all nodes having the state int have in the W
direction a neighbor node, this neighbor node has the state
well. Therefore, the wave of state changing to well begins
with predicates (19), (20), (21) and (22).
With the predicate (23) the nodes having the states top and
bad descend towards the center of the chain. As well as, nodes
having the state bottom and bad mount towards the center of
the chain with the predicates (24). That is, with predicate (23),
the node that has the state top and bad takes the position of
its former neighbor in the NW direction. With predicate (23)
the node having the state bottom and bad takes the position of
its former neighbor in the SE direction (24). With predicates
(6), (7) (8) and (9), the node cheeks if it had a neighbor in
the SE or NW direction in the previous round.
With predicate (25)/(26), the node v that has the states top
and bad moves around a node u having the states top and
int/well, node u becomes a neighbor in SE direction relative
to v. With predicate (27)/(28) the node v that has the states
top and bad moves around a node u having the states top and
int/well, node u becomes a neighbor in E direction relative to
v. With predicate (29)/(30), the node v that has the states top
and bad moves around a node u having the states bottom and
well/int, node u becomes a neighbor in NE direction relative
to v. With predicate (31)/(32), the node v that has the states
bottom and bad moves around a node u having the states
bottom and well/int, node u becomes a neighbor in NE/SE
direction relative to v. With predicate (33)/(34) the node v that
has the states bottom and bad moves around a node u having
the states bottom and well/int, node u becomes a neighbor
in E/NE direction relative to v. And with (35)/(36), the node
v that has the states bottom and bad moves around a node
u having the states bottom and int/well, node u becomes a
neighbor in E direction relative to v.
j√ k j√ k
N
N
Theorem 5.1: If N is the network size, n =
l√ m l√ m
N
N , then:
and η =
if n is odd and n = N√then the highest
movements will be ((n + n − 2)/2)
• if n is odd and n < N then the highest
movements will be (η/2 − 1)
• if n is even and n = N then the highest
movements will be (n/2 − 1)
• if n is even and n < N then the highest
√
movements will be ((η + η − 2)/2)
Example: Figure5 shows an example.
•

n+1
The size of the group
√ (A) is |(A)| = 2 if n is odd. Or
|(A)| = (n/2 − (( n/2) − 1)) if n is even.
n−1
• The size of the group (B) is |(B)| = 2 if n is odd. Or
√
|(B)| = (n/2 + (( n/2) − 1)) if n = N and n is even.
To apply the prediction functions, we partition the nodes
into levels. Somme nodes will have a level F Lj , others will
have a level SLj and other nodes will have a level T Lj .
The node takes only one level. Notice that, the partitioning
procedures are always from top of the chain to bottom. In the
following, F Lx (i) means node i has the level F Lx , T Lx (i)
means node i has the level T Lx and SLx (i) means node i
has the level SLx .
The case n is odd:
Group (A):
The node ((n+1)/2) takes a special level P L0 and the node
√
((n + 1)/2) − 1 takes a special level P L1. The first
√A= n
nodes take the first level F L0 . The next B = (√n − 3)/2
nodes take the first level SL0 . The next C = ( n − 1)/2
nodes take the level T L0 . After:
• The next A = A − 2 nodes take the level F Lj if T L(A −
1).
• The next B = B −1 nodes take the level SLj if F L(B −
1).
• The next C = C − 1 nodes take the level T Lj if SL(C −
1).
Figure 6 shows an example of partitioning into levels for the
group (A) with n = 49.
( √
( n − 1)/2, if j = 0.
Oj =
(1)
Oj−1 − 1, otherwise.
•

(
Wj =

number of
number of
number of
number of

C. Predicting the number of movements for each node
In this section, we present how to make the algorithm
energy-aware and robust by predicting the number of movements for each node. So each node knows the amount of
energy that will consume. And, the node, by this predicting
can make sure that is has correctly executed the protocol.
To predict the number of movements for each node we take a
partitioning of nodes into two groups (A) and (B) :

Vi,j =

√
(3 n − 7)/2, if j = 0.
Wj−1 − 3, otherwise.


√

 (n + 1/2) − (( n + 1)/2), if F L0 (i).



0, if P L0(i).





1, if P L1(i)



Vi−1 − Wj−1 , if F L(i) ∧ T L(i − 1).














(2)

(3)

Vi−1 − 1, if SL(i) ∧ F L(i − 1).
Vi−1 − Oj , if T L(i) ∧ SL(i − 1).
Vi−1 , otherwise.

With Vi,j is the number of movements of node i that has the
level j, Oj and Wj are functions used to calculate Vi,j . To
each level T Lj is associated a number Oj , and to each level
F Lj is associated a number Mj . An example in figure 6.
Group (B):
The first two nodes take the first level F L0 . The next A = 5
nodes take the first level
√ SL0 . The next B = 2 nodes take the
level F L1 . The last ( n + 1)/2 nodes take the last level SLL
After :
• The next A = A + 3 nodes take the level SLj if F L(A −
1).

States:
b: bad
B: bottom
m: mnper
n: nper
w: well
i: int
t: top
s: wint
r: rint
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Represents an example of execution of PAUC with nine nodes, the initiator is the node 5
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level SLj is associated a number Dj .
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Figure 6. An example of nodes partitioning into levels for the group (A) in
the case n = 49

•

The next B = B +1 nodes take the level F Lj if SL(B −
1).
(
5, if j = 0.
Sj =
(4)
Sj−1 + 3, otherwise.
(
4, if j = 0.
Dj =
(5)
Dj−1 + 1, otherwise.

Zi,j =










1, if F L0 (i).
5, if SL0 (i).
Zi−1 + Sj−1 , if F L(i) ∧ SL(i − 1).

(6)




Zi−1 + Dj−1 , if SL(i) ∧ F L(i − 1).




Zi−1 , otherwise.
With Zi,j is the number of movements of node i that has
the level j, Sj and Dj are functions used to calculate Vi,j .
To each level F Lj is associated a number Sj , and to each

The case n is even:
Group (A):
√
n/2) − 1)) takes a special level P L0
The node (n/2 − (( √
and the node (n/2
−
((
n/2) − 2)) takes a special level P L1.
√
The first
A
=
n/2
nodes
take the fist level F L0 . The next
√
B = √
( n/2) − 1 nodes take the first level SL0 . The next
C = ( n/2) − 2 nodes take the the level T L0 . After:
• The next A = A − 1 nodes take the level F Lj if T L(A −
1).
• The next B = B −2 nodes take the level SLj if F L(B −
1).
• The next C = C − 1 nodes take the level T Lj if SL(C −
1).
With F Lx (i) means node i that has the level F Lx , SLx (i)
means node i that has the level SLx and T Lx (i) means node
i that has the level T Lx
( √
(3 n/2) − 2, if j = 0.
Pj =
(7)
Pj−1 − 4, otherwise.
( √
( n/2) − 1, if j = 0.
Kj =
(8)
Kj−1 − 1, otherwise.

Hi,j =















(n/2) − 1, if F L0 (i).
0, if P L0(i).
1, if P L1(i)

Hi−1 − Pj , if SL(i) ∧ F L(i − 1).



Hi−1 − 1, if T L(i) ∧ SL(i − 1).





H
 i−1 − Kj−1 , if F L(i) ∧ T L(i − 1).



Hi−1 , otherwise.

(9)

With Hi,j is the number of movements of node i that has the
level j, Pj and Kj are functions used to calculate Vi,j . To
each level T Lj is associated a number Pj , and to each level
F Lj is associated a number Kj .
Group (B):
The first two nodes take the first level F L0 . The next A = 5

7000
[15]
[17]
PAUC
6000

5000

4000
Ticks

nodes take the first level SL0 . The next B = 2 nodes take the
level F L1 . After:
• The next A = A + 3 nodes take the level SLj if F L(A −
1).
• The next B = B +1 nodes take the level F Lj if SL(B −
1).

3000

2000

Ui,j =










1, if F L0 (i).

1000

5, if SL0 (i).
Ui−1 + Sj−1 , if F L(i) ∧ SL(i − 1).

0
0

(10)
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Ui−1 + Dj−1 , if SL(i) ∧ F L(i − 1).




Ui−1 , otherwise.

400
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Nodes

600

700

800

900

1000

Execution time

1000

D. Generalization of the algorithm
Presented algorithm PAUC is specific to a chain case where
nodes form initially a straight line oriented toward SE-NW
directions. In this section we describe how the algorithm can
be generalized to any kind of initial chain with any direction.
We start by explaining how the two end nodes are selected
whatever are the directions of the straight chain. The node
that has only one neighbor situated either in SW, SE or E
direction is the first end node. The second end node has
only one neighbor situated either in NW, NE or W. For
the other nodes, every node in the chain can deduce the
orientation of the chain by analyzing the orientation of its
two neighbors, they use the orientation of their two neighbors
to determine the orientation of the formed chain. Generally,
every node after the detection of the chain orientation, noted
D-D, runs a variant of the PAUC algorithm depending of
the orientation D ∈ {W, N W, N E}. The variant of PAUC
algorithm, P AU C D , represents an adaptation of the the original PAUC algorithm (corresponding to P AU C N W ) to the
two other possible orientations with changing the directions
in predicates.
VI. S IMULATION
We have done the simulation with the Dynamic Physical
Rendering Simulator [27]. In our simulations the radius of the
node is 1 mm. We simulated with a laptop with processor
Intel(R) Core(Tm) i5, 2.53 GHz with 4 Gb of memory. We
note in the figures of simulation, P AU C1 for
√ the values odd
of n with t(η) = η/2 − 1 and p(n) = ((n + n − 2)/2). And
P AU C2 for the values even of n, with v(n) = (n/2 − 1) and
√
s(η) = ((η + η − 2)/2)
The simulation results come to agree our theoretical results.
Figure 7 represents the execution time in ticks by the number
of nodes; this figure compares the execution time of the algorithm proposed in this paper to those given in [15] and [17].
Figure 8 presents the highest number of movements found in
this paper compared to the one in [15]. Figure 9 compares also

[17]
[15]
t(n)
p(n)
PAUC1
v(n)
s(n)
PAUC1
PAUC2
PAUC2

800

Number of movements

With Ui,j is the number of movements of node i that has
the level j, Sj and Dj are functions used to calculate Vi,j . To
each level F Lj is associated a number Sj , and to each level
SLj is associated a number Dj .

600

400

200

0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Nodes

Figure 8.

Highest number of movements

the sub-squares (we call sub-squares the intermediate squares
generated before the final square) generated by the time with
simulation on 1000 nodes. The effects of parallelism appear
well in the curve representing the execution time of PAUC,
[15] and [17], as in PAUC movements of microrobots are in
parallel which optimizes the time of the algorithm and PAUC
makes two rectangles in the same time that their union gives
the target shape. An interesting thing to notice here is that
optimizing the execution time of the algorithm will have a
direct effect on messages therefore a gain on communication,
and if the algorithm is fast then the critical information arrives
early at the concerned node. Also, if the task is a heavy parallel
computation, therefore if the algorithm is faster, the parallel
computing will be fast and light on the nodes because the
tasks are well distributed. In figure 7 we see that whenever the
network size increases the difference increases dramatically.
We remark in figure 8 that the number of movements in PAUC
is much lower, which will increases the probability of lifetime
of nodes, therefore the probability that the node continues
its task (its movements), this is also improving the energy
consumption. However, PAUC needs seven states per node
and the algorithm in [15] needs three states per node, and the
algorithm in [17] needs ten states. We see in figure 9 that the
sub-squares are obtained early compared to the other protocols.
This is explained with the fact that in the other solutions only
leaf nodes that can move and they use a tree (O(N) time)
to manage these leaf nodes (to ensure a snap-connectivity).
Therefore, in these solutions the first sub-square is obtained

4000
[15]
[17]
PAUC

3500

3000

Ticks

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0
0

x3

30

5

x2

25

0

x2

20

5

x1

15

0

x1

10

5

5x

Squares

Figure 9. Sub-squares generated based on the time with simulation on 1000
nodes

after the construction of the tree (O(N) time) and a after
arriving of the extremity node of the chain to the initiator
(O(N) time) [15], and in [17] after the construction of the tree
(O(N) time) and after arriving the two extreme nodes to the
center of chain with (O(N/2) time).
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new method to complete the
redeployment where the nodes do not know the fixed positions
of the target shape but only the aimed shape. Compared to the
literature works this algorithm is scalable because each node
needs only seven state to achieve the redeployment. Nodes in
our paper can perform the algorithm regardless the place where
they are because the algorithm is independent of the map,
that what we call portability. We have shown a robust parallel
redeployment without predefined positions of the target shape.
The proposed algorithm optimizes the execution time and the
number of movements, each node needs seven states to help
and collaborate with neighbors, its execution time and highest
numbers of movements are much better than those in literature
works. However, some open problems remain; we will study
the fault tolerance on redeployment in microrobots networks.
We will study of the effect of redeployment on the permutation
routing [16] where the objective will be to optimize the path
of a node to go to the correct position where it finds its correct
data.
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